YWC! Resident Leadership Development Logic Model

Building YWC! Staff Capacity to Recognize and Recruit Resident Leaders

- YWC! Connectors understand how to identify resident leaders with constituencies.
- YWC! Connectors provide leadership training, development and capacity building opportunities, and technical assistance to resident leaders.
- YWC! Connectors understand how to provide training, development opportunities, and technical assistance to resident leaders.

Recruitment and Engagement of Resident Leaders

- YWC! Connectors identify and recruit resident leaders with constituencies.
- YWC! Connectors understand how to provide training, development opportunities, and technical assistance to resident leaders.

Building Resident Leader Capacity

- YWC Programming: providing info and education to residents and resident leaders re: community organizing, such as:
  - "Harvest Fest II"
  - "How To Guides: Battle Creek Learning Series"
  - Mini-granting opportunities

- Resident leaders understand how to organize their constituencies around important issues.
- Battle Creek Resident Leaders organize their constituencies around issues of concern.
- Battle Creek residents understand what collective action looks like.

Long Term Impact

Battle Creek will have a strong base of resident run community groups who effectively organize around important issues such as economic self-sufficiency and educational outcomes.

Legend

- = Has happened a lot in the past year.
- = Has happened somewhat in the past year.
- = Has happened a little in the past year.
- = Has not happened in the past year.
= = Strong connection.
= = Weak connection.